The new hybrid clone detection tool NICAD combines the strengths and overcomes the limitations of both textbased and AST-based clone detection techniques to yield highly accurate identification of cloned code in software systems. In this paper, we present a first empirical study of function clones in open source software using NICAD. We examine more than 15 open source C and Java systems, including the entire Linux Kernel and Apache httpd, and analyze their use of cloned code in several different dimensions, including language, clone size, clone location and clone density by proportion of cloned functions. We manually verify all detected clones and provide a complete catalogue of different clones in an online repository in a variety of formats. These validated results can be used as a cloning reference for these systems and as a benchmark for evaluating other clone detection tools.
Introduction
Reusing a code fragment by copying and pasting with or without minor modifications is a technique frequently used by programmers, and thus software systems often have duplicate fragments of code in them. Such duplicated fragments are called code clones or simply clones.
Although cloning is beneficial in some cases [13] and often programmers intentionally use it [17] , it can be detrimental to software maintenance [8, 12] . For example, if a bug is detected in a code fragment, all the fragments similar to it should be investigated to check for the same bug [19] , and when enhancing or adapting a piece of code, duplicated fragments can multiply the work to be done [12] .
Over the past decade several techniques and tools for detecting code clones have been proposed [25] . However, despite a decade of active research there has been a marked lack of in-depth comparative studies of cloning in a variety of systems. There have been many empirical studies on cloning, for example every new technique comes with some sort of empirical validation [25, 24] , and empirical studies are used when comparing tools [5, 6] . However, in both cases the focus is on validating or comparing the techniques rather than the clone properties of the subject systems themselves. Particular subject systems have also been analyzed with respect to aspects such as categories [15] or evolution of clones [4] , and there has been one in-depth study [20] on exact clones in web applications.
In this paper we provide an in-depth empirical study of function clones in more than 15 open source C and Java systems including Apache httpd and the entire Linux Kernel, using our recently introduced hybrid approach, NICAD [23] , which combines the strengths and overcomes the limitations of both text-based and AST-based techniques. Our detailed results are in an online repository [22] as well as in this summary paper.
NICAD has been found to be effective in detecting nearmiss function clones [23] . However, it was applied to only two small C systems, focusing on its efficacy in detecting copy/pasted near-miss clones by using flexible prettyprinting, code normalization and code filtering. In this paper, we exploit further improvements to NICAD to deal with large systems, using a dynamic clustering technique and distributing the comparison load across multiple processors, and an adaptation to its use on Java systems.
Although NICAD is designed to allow for flexible prettyprinting, code normalization and filtering, in this paper we focus on detecting only exact and near-miss function clones, using only the basic NICAD technique, consisting of standard pretty-printing of code fragments followed by text line comparison at a variety of dissimilarity thresholds. Our study shows that NICAD is capable of detecting clones in very large systems in different languages and that there is a significant proportion of code in these systems that has been reused by copy/paste.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Following a short introduction to NICAD in Section 2, we provide the experimental setup of our study in Section 3. Section 4 presents and analyzes our findings, and Section 5 considers other empirical studies and their relation to ours. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper with directions of future research.
NICAD Overview
The clone detector used in this study is a significantly improved and adapted version of NICAD [23] , which works in three phases : Extraction, in which all potential clones (code fragments of the target kind) are identified and extracted, Comparison, in which the potential clones are clustered and compared, and Reporting, in which discovered clone pairs and classes are related to original source and presented for human inspection.
NICAD begins by extracting the set of all code fragments of the desired granularity in the system, each to a set of pretty-printed and source-coordinate annotated potential clones. Pretty-printing allows us to use efficient text comparison while remaining structure sensitive by preserving the parsed structure in the pretty-printed code.
In this paper we are interested in function clones, so NICAD was asked to extract all function and method definitions with their original source-coordinates. Because we are interested in intentional copy/pasted clones, C macros are not expanded, but #ifdefs are resolved using the method of Antoniol et al. [4] to comment out all #else parts.
NICAD compares the pretty-printed potential clones line-by-line textwise using a longest common subsequence (LCS) algorithm similar to the Unix diff utility. To determine whether two potential clones really are clones of each other, we compare their pretty-printed (and optionally normalized/filtered) text lines and use the number of unique lines in each as a measure of similarity/dissimilarity. In particular, we compute the size-sensitive Unique Percentage of Items (UPI) for each potential clone usng the equation (for details see [23] ):
If the UPI for both line sequences is zero or below a certain threshold, the potential clones are considered to be clones. The number of comparisons is optimized using an exemplar-based technique that builds clone classes directly, by choosing the largest unclassified potential clone as an exemplar and comparing similarly-sized potential clones to it depending on the UPI.
Results from NICAD are reported in both XML database form and as an interactive HTML website to assist hand validation.
Experimental Setup
In this experiment we have applied NICAD to find function clones in a number of open source systems. We have then used a set of metrics to analyze the results. This section introduces the systems we have studied and the metrics used, including a brief overview of our definition and methodology for manual verification of the detected clones. [5] 13K 420 j2sdk-swing [5] 204K 10971
Subject Systems
In this study we have analyzed ten C and seven Java systems varying in size from 4K LOC to 6265K LOC and including the entire Linux Kernel. In Table 1 we provide a statistical overview of these subject systems (only .c and .java files were considered in the calculations).
Because Bellon's experiment [5] is the most extensive to date, we have chosen all the C and Java systems of his experiment including the systems used in their test run. In addition, we have studied Apache httpd [2], JHotDraw [11], the entire Linux Kernel [16] and a number of small systems.
Clone Definition
In this study we have considered all non-empty functions of at least 3 LOC in pretty-printed format (function header and opening bracket on the first line, at least one code line, and ending bracket on the third line). Empty functions, which are common in some systems, have intentionally not been considered. We then use different UPI (difference) thresholds (c.f. Section 2) to find exact and near-miss (copy/paste/modify) function clones. For example, if the UPI threshold is 0.0, we detect only exact clones; if the UPI threshold 0.10, we detect two functions as clones if at least 90% of the pretty-printed text lines are the same (i.e., if they are at most 10% different -see [23] ). In this paper we present our results for the representative set of UPI thresholds 0.0, 0.10, 0.20 and 0.30, although we have also tested 0.05, 0.15, 0.25 and 0.35 in our work.
Validation of Clones
All clones detected in this study were validated by hand. To validate detected clones we use a two-step process. First, we use NICAD's interactive HTML output to give an overall view of the original source of the clone classes. Second, we use the XML output to pairwise compare the original source of the functions in each clone class using Linux diff to determine the textual similarity of the original source. We then manually check all code clone pairs that have lower similarity values w.r.t the UPI threshold chosen. Because of our concise interactive HTML view and tool support for comparing original source, manual validation is not time-consuming, and the total time to manually validate all clones in this experiment was less than one man-month.
Metrics and Visualizations
This subsection descibes the different metrics and visualizations that we have used in this experiment. These metrics are either adapted or reused from previous studies of cloning [20, 3, 15, 26, 21] .
Total Cloned Methods (TCM): In this study we focus on function clones, and thus our first metric is related to the number of methods. By TCM we mean the total number of cloned methods of a system for a given UPI threshold (after manual verification). TCMp is the percentage TCM of the total number of methods in a system. A higher value of TCMp corresponds to a higher percentage of cloning in the system w.r.t the number of methods. For example, if the TCMp of a system is greater than 50% with UPI threshold 0.0, we can say that the system has more exact cloned methods than non-cloned methods. Such systems have a high update anomaly risk; every update to the system has a higher chance of involving a clone than not.
Since methods can be of different sizes and there may be many clones that are quite small, we also consider similar metrics w.r.t the number of lines in the systems. We define TCLOC as the total number of cloned lines of a system for a given UPI threshold and TCLOCp as the percentage of total number of lines of the system for a given UPI threshold. Since we apply standard pretty-priting before clone detection, which eliminates formatting and layout differences, resolves #ifdefs (in C systems) and ignores comments, we can get an accurate percentage of cloned lines. We thus define the similar metrics w.r.t standard pretty-printed lines of code as TCSppLOC and TCSppLOCp respectively. In practice, there is not much difference between TCLOCp and TCSppLOCp, but at the same time TCSppLOCp gives a more accurate measure. We thus provide our findings w.r.t TCSppLOCp rather than both.
File Associated with Clones (FAWC): While the above metrics provide the overall cloning statistics for a subject system, they cannot provide any clue as to whether the clones are from some specific files or scattered all over the system among many files. With FAWC we provide these statistics for each system at each UPI threshold. We consider that a file is associated with clones if it has at least one method that forms a clone pair with another method in the same file or in a different file. We define FAWCp as the percentage of files associated with clones of a system for a given threshold. For example, "FAWCp of a systems x with UPI threshold 0.0 (exact clones) is 50%" means that 50% of the files of x contain at least one exact cloned method. From a software maintenance point of view, a lower value of FAWCp is desirable, as in this case clones are localized to certain specific files and thus may be easier to maintain.
Cloned Ratio of File for Methods (CRFM): While TCM related metrics provide a good indication of the overall cloning level and FAWCp hints at the overall localization of the clones, still one cannot say which files contain the majority of the clones in the system. With CRFM we attempt to discover the highly cloned files. In particular, for a file f , CRF M (f ) is defined as follows:
T otal number of cloned methods in f ile f * 100
T otal number of methods in f ile f
Where a method is considered to be a cloned method if it forms a clone pair/clone class with another method(s) of the same file (e.g., for near-miss clones) or another file (within the same directory or a different directory) and total number of methods in file f denotes the number of methods of f that are 3 LOC or more in standard pretty-printed format. Similar metrics are defined w.r.t the lines of code (CRFLOC) and standard pretty-printed lines of code (CRFSppLOC). These metrics are similar to (but not same as) the FSA metric of Rajapakse and Jarzabek [20] and the RSA metric of Ueda et al. [26] , although they ignore clones that form clone pairs within the same file and we do not.
With CRFM we can determine the highly cloned files of a system and possibly can also predict the maintenance difficulty based on the metric values. For example, consider two systems x and y of similar size, both having the same values for the TCM related metrics. In x, clones are scattered across the system in such a way that no two files are substantially similar. But in y, clones are well concentrated into a certain set of files. From a clone treatment perspective, system y is more interesting than x because the clones in y might be more easily treatable than those of x.
Qualifying File Count for Methods (QFCM): As in Rajapakse and Jarzabek [20] we define QFCM(v) for CRFM value v as the number of files for which CRFM is not less than v. For example, QFCM(20%) gives the number of files in the system having a CRFM value not less than 20%. QFCMp is QFCM expressed as a percentage of the total number of files in the system. For example, "QFCMp(30%+) = 28% for a system x with UPI threshold 0.0" means that 28% of the files of x have 30% or more exact cloned methods. As usual we define similar metrics for source lines of code (QFCLOC and QFCLOCp) and for standard pretty-printed lines of code (QFCSppLOC and QFCSppLOCp).
Profiles of Cloning Locality w.r.t Methods (PCLM): Kapser and Godfrey [15] provide three types of function clones based on their location -clone pairs in the same file (category 1), in the same directory (category 2) and in a different directory (category 3). They also provide the reasons, usefulness / harmfulness for each of these categories [15] .
In this study we define three metrics, P CLM (1) for category 1, P CLM (2) for category 2 and P CLM (3) for category 3 where P CLM (i) gives the total number of clone pairs for category i. Furthermore, P CLM p(i), the percentage clone pairs for category i is defined as follows:
T otal number of clone pairs in the system As usual similar metrics are defined with respect to lines of code (PCLLOC and PCLLOCp).
Experimental Results
In this section we provide the experimental results of this study starting from overall cloning level in both C and Java systems and then for each individual system in a variety of measures based on the metrics described in Section 3.4. While we provide here only the overall findings and statistical measures, the detailed results and the raw data for each systems for different UPI thresholds can be found in an online repository [22] as XML databases and HTML website.
Overall Cloning Level
In this section we provide overall cloning level both in terms of number of methods and number of pretty-printed LOC, i.e., the values of TCM related metrics of subsection 3.4. Figure 1 summarizes our results on C and Java systems by the proportion of functions (or methods in the case of Java) that are cloned (i.e., TCMp over languages). The values for the TCSppLOCp metric (i.e., the proportion by number of pretty-printed LOC) by language can be found in the % Total rows of Table 2 .
The first thing we can notice is that there is significantly more function cloning in our open source Java systems than in C. On average, about 15% (7.2% w.r.t LOC) of the methods in open source Java programs are exact clones -those with no changes at all, whereas only about 2.5% (1.1% w.r.t LOC) of C functions are exact clones. After detecting clones by setting a size range for the function size (see [22] for detailed results) we noticed that this is in large part due to the large number of accessor methods in Java programs that are not present in C.
The second thing we can notice in Figure 1 (and in the % Total rows of Table 2 for LOC) is that the effect of increasing the UPI threshold is almost identical in both languages. We can interpret this as meaning that the numbers of small changes made to cloned functions in each of these languages seems to be roughly the same in these systems. This is in some ways surprising -there is no particular reason why the pattern of changes to copied code should be similar across languages.
Figures 2 and 3 (also columns 3 to 6 of Table 2 ) refine Figure 1 to show a detailed view of the same information for the individual open source C and Java systems respectively. As expected, the overall trends for each language are much like the summaries in Figure 1 (or the % Total rows of Table 2), with lower levels of cloning in C than Java. However, we can now see more. For example, we can see that several of the C systems have very little function cloning at all -less than 10%, and to a large extent independently of the system size (e.g., Postgresql and Apache httpd are very large, whereas snns, cook and Weltab are quite small). Moreover, contrary to popular intuition, the cloning characteristics of the Linux Kernel seem to be not significantly different from any other kind of C system. Figure 3 (also Table 2 for LOC) is even more interesting, because while the C systems vary, we can see that the Java systems are remarkably consistent in their cloning characteristics. All begin with a relaitively high level of exact method clones (betweeen 8 and 22 percent), and in all cases allowing for changes increases the proportion only modestly. What's interesting is that this seems to be completely independent of system size, and appears to be a characteristic of the language. The only exception to this consistency seems to be JDTcore, which has about twice as many clones at the 0.30 dissimilarity level than exact clones. More research will be needed to investigate this phenomenon and compare to other object-oriented languages.
In Table 2 we also provide the number of clone pairs and clone classes for each of the systems for varying UPI thresholds. It is interestng to notice that most systems have significantly fewer clone classes than clone pairs, indicating the fact that there are many pairs of functions in the systems that are similar to each other.
Clone Associated Files
The FAWC and FAWCp metrics of Section 3 address the issue of what proportion of the files in a system is associated with clones, that is, contains at least one cloned method. A system with more clones but associated with only a few files is in some sense better than a system with fewer clones scattered over many files from a software maintenance point of view. In this section, we examine the FAWCp metrics for each of the systems with varying UPI thresholds. The third Table 3 and Table 4 shows the statistics for the C and Java systems respectively. The first column of these tables shows the subject systems and the number of files with at least one method of three or more lines in standard pretty-printed format. The second column shows the different UPI thresholds used while calculating the metric values. The last row shows the average values for each of the language categories. While we will look at the details in the other columns of these tables in the next subsection, from the average values (last row and third colmn) of the tables, we see that on average 15.1% of the files in the C systems and 45.7% of the files in the Java systems are associated with exact clones (UPI threshold 0.0). The higher percentage of Java systems can be explained by the fact that in Java systems there are many small similar accessor methods. However, in the case of the C system Weltab, 51.3% files are associated with exact clones. In case of Java systems, Swing shows the highest percentage, 65.9% for exact clones. When we increase the UPI threshold to detect near-miss clones, we see that C systems show a faster growing ratio than the Java systems, indicating the fact that there might be more near-miss clones in the C systems than the Java systems and that the clones are scattered across different files. For example, even for the largest C system, the Linux Kernel, it increases from 14.0% (for UPI threshold 0.0) to 49.6% (for UPI threshold 
Profiles of Cloning Density
While the subsection above provides an overall view of cloning over the files in a system, one cannot immediately see which files are highly cloned or which files contain the majority of clones. In this section we provide the values for the CRFM and QFCM related metrics. Tables 3 and 4 provide the data for the C and Java systems respectively. The first and second columns give the subject systems and different UPI thresholds, while the remaining columns show the corresponding QFCMp(v) (indicated with column Meth) and QFCLOCp(v) (indicated with column LOC) values. The last row of each table shows the average values of the metrics for each of the languages of the systems. When v=0+% or v=100% (the third and last columns) both metrics values are same. When v=0+% we get the percentage of files that are associated with at least one cloned method.
From the last rows of the tables with v=10+% we can see that on average 13.5% (9.3% LOC) of the files for C systems have 10% or more of their content as exact (UPI threshold 0.0) cloned methods. For Java systems this is even higher, at 37.8% (26.2% LOC). When we increase the UPI threshold (say to 0.3) the Java systems are still the winners, at 54.3% (44.9% LOC) compared to 38.4% (33.9% LOC) for the C systems both in terms of methods and LOC. However, for higher values of v, say 50+% with UPI threshold 0.3, both C and Java systems tend to have about the same percentage, at 21.2% (15.6% LOC) for C systems and 22.2% (16.7% LOC) for Java systems. One C system, Weltab, even has 64.1% (56.4% LOC) when v=50+% and 56.4% (still 56.4% LOC) when v=100%, once again indicating its high density of cloned code across different files. These tables show only the overall percentage for the systems. Detailed results for each file of each system can be found in our online respository [22] as an XML database.
We have also looked at the copy/paste patterns of the detected clones. Figure 4 shows examples of copy/paste changes from Weltab, snns and Postgresql. Assuming that cloned methods in high density cloned files have been intentionally copy/pasted, we have also compared copy/paste patterns between the high density files of the systems. From the above discussion it is obvious that one of the interesting systems is Weltab. Using the NICAD interface we noticed that although there is no file in Weltab that is exactly similar to another, 14 files of its 39 are clones of each other even with UPI threshold 0.05, that is, they are the same but for very minor edits. As an example, in the three files vedt.c, vfix.c and xfix.c (each of which has two functions including one large main function) there are only minor differences in the main function, and no differences at all in the other (acknowledge) function. Most of the changes are in fprintf statements and the parameters of the acknowledge function when it is called, and there are also lines added/deleted in the main function. For other high density files we have noticed similar changes, including changes in if-statements, the names of functions, and so on. Java systems show similar behavior but the methods are most cases smaller in size.
Profiles of Cloning Localization
In this section we provide the P CLM p related metrics. The location of a clone pair is a factor in software maintainence [15, 26] . A code fragment can form a clone pair with another fragment within the same file, or it can form a clone pair with another fragment of a different file located in the same directory or with a code fragment that is located in a different file in a different directory. Kapser and Godfrey [15, 14] provide a categorization of function clones based on such location differences and analyze the causes, usefulness, harmfulness and possible solutions for each kind of cloning. For example, clone pairs that appear in the same file may not be harmful as they are not physically apart and might be easily maintainable. On the other hand, clone pairs that appear in different directories, might be harmful to software maintenance as the similar fragments are hard to find and thus might not easily maintainable. They also provide cloning statistics of such clone types on the Linux Kernel file-system subsystem version 2.4.19 and Postgresql 7.4.2. We further extend the similar study with more than 15 C and Java systems including entire Linux Kernel with our new hybrid clone detection tool.
In Table 5 we provide the percentage clone pairs for each of the different categories for the C systems. Table 6 shows similar values for Java systems. For each of the systems the first row represents PCLMp metric (i.e., w.r.t no. of methods) and the second row represents PCLLOCp metric (i.e.,
fprintf (stderr, " *** Skipping VFIX. Run canceled.\n"); ---> fprintf (stderr, " *** Skipping XFIX. Run canceled.\n"); From the tables we see that while there are no exact clones (UPI threshold 0.0) within the same file for C systems (except in the Linux Kernel), there are on average 18.7% (17.6% LOC) exact clone pairs within the same files for Java systems. This is particularly surprising in the Spule system. Out of 60 exact clone pairs, 96.7% (97.2% LOC) of clone pairs occur within the same files, more specifically in file spule/src/common/Messages.java. However, when we detect near-miss clones by allowing a higher UPI threshold, we see that the metrics values increase to a higher ratio for the C systems than the Java systems. For example, when UPI threshold is 0.3, on average 45.9% (49.0% LOC) of clone pairs of the C systems occur within the same file compared to only 25.3% (29.7% LOC) of the clone pairs in the Java systems. If we have a close look at the individual systems we also see higher ratios for most of the C systems than the Java systems. In the case of Wget it actually reaches 90.9% (92.7% LOC). However, Wget is a small system, has only 11 clone pairs in 2 classes with UPI threshold 0.3, and only 3 of its 21 files are associated with clones. Taking a closer look, we found that of the 2 clone classes, one contains 5 cloned methods (lines 503-539, 463-499, 389-425, 350-385, and 428-460) and all are from the same file wget/src/ftp-basic.c.
However, a reasonably large system, Postgresql (530 clone pairs in 203 classes with UPI threshold 0.3), also shows a higher percentage (87.6% methods and 86.1% LOC) of clone pairs within the same files with UPI threshold 0.3. As with Wget, it has also higher frequency of clone classes in the same file. For example, in file postgresql/src/backend/utils/adt/float.c, there are six similar methods (lines 952-965, 935-948, 900-913, 865-878, 848-861, and 831-844) of 14 LOC differing only in their function names and built-in function calls (e.g., tan changes to sin, cos to acos, and so on).
Both C and Java systems tend to have a higher percentage of exact clones (UPI threshold 0.0) within the same directory but in different files. Even the largest C system, the Linux Kernel, has 55.5% (58.9% LOC) of its exact clone pairs in the same directory (but different files). The largest Java system, the Java 2 SDK Swing, has even more, 87.5% (90.0% LOC). When we look for near-miss clones by increasing the UPI threshold, these percentages seem to decrease, indicating that clone pairs either form within the same file or between different files of different directories. C systems, however, show a higher percentage of different directory exact clone pairs than Java systems. When we increase the UPI thresholds, these percentages tend to decrease, and at the same time the percentages for the same file clone pairs tend to increase, indicating that near-miss clone pairs tend to occur more within the same file than in different files of the same or different directories.
Since we consider all functions with 3 LOC or more in pretty-printed format, one might argue that the findings are biased on the size of the functions. However, it does not seem so when we look the values for LOC. In almost all cases, the metrics values are very close, showing that a significant proportion of files in each system have a significant proportion of similar code in the files themselves.
Related Work
Empirical study of clones in open source systems is not a new topic. When a new clone detection technique is published, it normally comes with an empirical study (at least in part). However, these studies focus on validating the proposed methods [25] rather than on the subject systems.
Several tool comparison studies have used open source systems for comparing different tools [25] . Of them, the Bellon et al. experiment [6, 5] is the most extensive to date, using four C and four Java systems to compare several stateof-the-art tools. Although we have used the subject systems from Bellon's experiment as a part of our study, our study differs in using a new hybrid clone detection tool, in the size of the subject systems analyzed (e.g., the entire Linux Kernel) and in providing the cloning status of the subject systems themselves in several different dimensions.
Kapser and Godfrey have conducted extensive empirical studies with Apache httpd, the Linux file system and several other open source systems. They provide a detailed categorization of code clones in the form of a taxonomy [15] , propose a new analysis framework [14] and give an in-depth study on the harmfulness / usefulness of cloning [13] . Our study differs in that we focus on the comprehensive cloning status of a wide variety of different systems in different languages, whereas they focus on the maintenance implications of cloning.
Empirical studies of cloning in the Linux Kernel have also been carried out by several other researchers. Of them, Casazza et al. [7] and Antoniol et al. [4] provide interesting findings, but they focus on clone evolution, whereas we focus on the occurrence of copy/paste clones in several dimensions. Kim et al. [17] also studied the evolution of code clones in several systems and concluded that programmers often intentionally practice code cloning. Jiang and Hassan [10] also used the Linux Kernel as an example for their framework for understanding cloning in large systems.
Al-Ekram et al. [3] have also conducted a promising empirical study on cloning, focussing on C/C++ systems from two different domains. They examined different clone types (e.g., accidental clones) by analyzing clones across systems in the same domain, whereas we have studied a wide variety of systems and concentrated on copy/paste function clones of individual system. Krinke [18] has conducted an empirical study with five C/C++/Java systems, focussing on consistent and inconsistent changes to exact code clones in different versions of the subject systems. The most closely related work to ours is the work of Rajapakse and Jarzabek [20] which was also one of the motivations of our study. However, they studied cloning in a different domain, web applications, and have looked at only exact clones.
Conclusion
In this paper we have provided an empirical study of function clones in several C and Java open source software systems of varying size, including Apache httpd and the entire Linux Kernel, using the new hybrid clone detection method NICAD. The study has demonstrated that NICAD is capable of accurately finding both exact and near-miss function clones even in large systems and different languages, and that there seem to be a large number of copy/paste function clones in those systems. We have provided cloning statistics for these systems in several different dimensions and made the detailed results available in an online repository. These results can potentially be used as a benchmark for evaluating other clone detection tools.
Threats to Validity: One of the major threats to the results of this study is the lack of a sound definition of code clones. While one can precisely define exact clones, there is no agreed upon definition of near-miss clones. In this study we have used a dissimilarity threshold on the standard pretty-printed code as a measure of near-miss clones. While this gives good results, we cannot be sure that these are definitively the right set for software maintenance activities such as refactoring.
Future Work: We plan to repeat this study on systems in several other languages, for example C++ and C#, and using smaller clone granularities such as begin-end blocks.
We also plan to explore the effect of more advanced NICAD features, such as flexible pretty-printing, code normalization and filtering, on the results.
